It has previously been reported that protein complexity (i.e. number of subunits in a protein complex) is negatively correlated to gene duplicability in yeast as well as in humans. However, unlike in yeast, protein connectivity in a protein -protein interaction network has a positive correlation with gene duplicability in human genes. In the present study, we have analyzed 1732 human and 1269 yeast proteins that are present both in a protein -protein interaction network as well as in a protein complex network. In the human case, we observed that both protein connectivity and protein complexity complement each other in a mutually exclusive manner over gene duplicability in a positive direction. Analysis of human haploinsufficient proteins and large protein complexes (complex size >10) shows that when protein connectivity does not have any direct association with gene duplicability, there exists a positive correlation between gene duplicability and protein complexity. The same trend, however, is not found in case of yeast, where both protein connectivity and protein complexity independently guide gene duplicability in the negative direction. We conclude that the higher rate of duplication of human genes may be attributed to organismal complexity either by increasing connectivity in the protein-protein interaction network or by increasing protein complexity.
Introduction
Gene duplication is the primary mechanism for generating new genes and biological processes that facilitates complex organisms to evolve more rapidly than the primitive ones. 1 -3 In general, eukaryotic genomes contain a large fraction of gene duplicates not only from the single gene or segmental duplications but also from a whole genome duplication (WGD) event. Saccharomyces cereviceae is the major example where WGD has occurred 100 million years ago. 4, 5 Genomic instability and massive gene loss promptly followed WGD and purged most of the newly formed gene copies from the yeast genome, retaining 10% of them. 4 In case of vertebrates, half of all duplicated genes have been maintained. 6 The analysis of the human genome has shown that most of the human genes are duplicated. 7 Nevertheless, what exactly guides gene duplicability for a particular organism still remains unclear. Two of the most wellknown factors that guide gene duplication are (i) protein connectivity, defined as the number of links that a protein node has to other nodes in the protein -protein interaction network and (ii) protein complexity, defined as the number of subunits in a protein complex. 8, 9 It has been previously found that protein connectivity is negatively correlated with gene duplicability # The Author 2010. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Kazusa DNA Research Institute. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5), which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
(generally defined as the number of paralogs per gene family) in the case of yeast. That is, highly connected proteins (hubs) have a lower rate of duplication compared with lowly connected proteins (non-hub). 10 However, this trend is opposite in the human case, where protein connectivity and gene duplicability are positively correlated. 8 The reason behind this difference is that due to higher protein dosage in yeast, retention of gene duplicates might have a deleterious effect on the organism. But, in the case of mammals, due to a higher rate of diversification in the function of the gene duplicates, it becomes more robust against dosage increase.
11,12
Protein complexity might also be another important factor that influences gene duplicability. According to their fates, duplicated genes found within protein complex networks belong to one of the three categories: (i) intra-complex paralogs that remain within the same protein complex, (ii) bicomplex paralog when resulting genes function within two separate complexes and (iii) overhang, when the resulting genes posses no general association with a known protein complex. 13 Duplication of a subunit in a protein complex might also cause dosage imbalance if rapid sub-functionalization or neo-functionalization does not occur to the newly arisen genes.
14 Therefore, duplication of a subunit of a protein complex is less likely to be successful than the duplication of a monomer. 14 The proportion of unduplicated genes is high (!65%) for both monomers and multimers in yeast, whereas it is less ( 30%) in humans 9 since complex organisms are more robust against dosage increase. Detailed studies on yeast protein complexes showed that most of the participating subunits of multiprotein complexes are under tightly regulated gene dosage. These proteins are encoded mainly by haploinsufficient (wild type recessive) genes.
14 This is in agreement with the central prediction of the physiological theory which states that, genes encoding proteins whose functions tend to be insensitive to protein dosage should typically be haplosufficient (dominant wild type). 15 Eventually, human haploinsufficient genes have, on the average, more paralogs than haplosufficient ones because additional products of these genes probably lead to increased fitness. 15 Recently it has been observed that protein connectivity and protein complexity complement each other in guiding the evolutionary rates of human proteins. 16 Moreover, it has been reported that gene duplicability decreases with the increase in the number of subunits in protein complex, though this rate of decrease is fairly slow for humans compared with yeast. 8, 9 In the present study, we investigated the interrelationship among the three features viz. gene duplicability, protein connectivity and protein complexity, in proteins that are present both in protein complexes network as well as in the protein-protein interaction network. Our analysis reveals that the human protein-protein interaction network has a larger influence on a gene to be duplicated. Moreover, we found that non-hub proteins in the complex are duplicated as well as hub proteins, indicating that protein complexity can also increase gene duplicability, in contrast to previous reports. 9 Analyses of haploinsufficient proteins of both humans and yeast suggest that organismal complexity (defined as a measure of the number of different cell types in an organism), as well as the higher rate of functional divergence of human protein complexes, has a large influence on higher duplicability.
Materials and methods

Protein -protein interaction data
All human protein-protein interaction data were taken from the Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) release 7 (http://www.hprd.org/download), which is essentially a database covering thousands of protein -protein interactions, posttranslational modifications, enzyme/substrates relationships, disease associations, tissue expression and subcellular localization. The data were extracted from the literature manually by biologists who read and interpreted .300 000 published articles during the annotation process 17 where a total of 9386 unique protein interactors were found. Proteins with more than five interactions were considered as hub proteins and proteins with one or two interacting partners were considered as non-hub proteins. 16, 18 All yeast protein -protein interaction data were collected from Li et al., 10 where protein -protein interaction pairs were collected from various high throughput experiments and databases. This collection was combined with another high throughput dataset of Bader et al. 19 Subsequently, many small-scale experiments were performed to obtain a larger high confidence dataset. 10 This high confidence dataset (http://mbe. oxfordjournals.org/content/vol0/issue2005/images/ data/msi249/DC1/msi249supp2.txt) is taken for our analysis of yeast proteins. Finally, we considered 1732 human (Supplementary Table S1 ) and 1269 yeast proteins (Supplementary Table S2 ) for which both protein -protein interaction data as well as protein complex data are available.
Identification of protein complexes
We obtained the list of human protein complexes from http://mips.gsf.de/genre/proj/corum. A total of 1345 number of protein complexes 20 were found (Supplementary Table S3 Table S4 ). The protein complexes having .10 subunits were classified as large complexes and complexes having less than 10 subunits were considered as small complex.
Identification of haploinsufficient genes
Human haploinsufficient gene sequences were taken from Dang et al. 22 where haploinsufficient genes have mainly been collected from PubMed and OMIM search results with one of the major keyword being haploinsufficient and spurious hits were gradually removed by comparing against known human gene names and symbols 22 (http://www.nature.com/ejhg/ journal/v16/n11/suppinfo/ejhg2008111s1.html? url=/ejhg/journal/v16/n11/abs/ejhg2008111a.html, Yeast haploinsufficient genes are collected from Deutschbauer et al. 23 (http://www.genetics.org/cgi/ content/full/genetics.104.036871/DC1). These haploinsufficient proteins are generally collected from yeast deletion strain experiments on YPD and minimal media.
Identification of paralogs
The paralogs for both humans and yeast were taken from ensemble paralog database version 52. The general steps followed by the ensemble 24 for identifying paralogs sequences are based mainly on the construction of the gene tree reconciled with the species tree formed by the cluster of aligned sequences obtained from BLASTP. True paralogy for every pair of genes in the gene tree has been inferred by calculating the d N /d S ratio. This method not only enables the detection of true paralogs but also helps discard misleaded paralogs obtained from domain fusion. Finally, true paralog sets in humans were downloaded from the ensemble using 30% similarity between two sequences, and the alignable region between two sequences is .80% of the longer protein. 19 Thus, a total set of 9609 number of duplicated proteins in humans and 1604 duplicated proteins in yeast were identified. Among these 9609 human paralogs only 664 genes (Supplementary Table S5) having paralogs are present both in the protein -protein interaction network as well as protein complex, network and in the case of yeast, 182 genes (Supplementary Table  S6 ) having paralog have been identified, present in both networks.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed by the software SPSS and TANAGRA. We measured Spearman rank correlation for both bivariate and partial correlations, as our data values were mostly repetitive, and Spearman rank correlations have been calculated after finding rank of the values. As a result, extreme variations in values have less control over the correlation. Simple bivariate correlation may be biased due to the presence of other factors and therefore Spearman's partial correlation coefficient was calculated after eliminating the confounded factors. Additionally, we performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) through SPSS.
Results
Protein connectivity, protein complexity and gene
duplicability In order to examine how the gene duplicability in humans as well as in yeast are influenced by protein connectivity and protein complexity, we collected 1732 human and 1269 yeast proteins for which both protein -protein interaction data and protein complex annotation were available. Non-parametric Spearman's correlations for both protein connectivity and protein complexity with the gene duplicability of human genes reveal that, gene duplicability is negatively correlated (Spearman rank test; R ¼ 20.111, P , 0.001) with protein complexity and positively correlated (Spearman rank test; R ¼ 0.169, P , 0.001) with protein connectivity. In order to examine whether these two factors independently influence gene duplicability, we computed Spearman's partial correlation analysis between gene duplicability and one of the two factors by controlling the other. We observed that correlation between protein complexity and gene duplicability diminished drastically when protein connectivity was kept controlled (r ¼ 20.080, P , 0.001), whereas positive correlation existed between protein connectivity and gene duplicability when protein complexity was controlled (r ¼ 0.150, P , 0.001). The same trend was also observed by computing the Pearson partial correlation coefficient which showed that protein complexity did not have any correlation with gene duplicability when protein connectivity was controlled (r ¼ 0.035, P ¼ 7.6 Â 10 22 ), but the effect of protein connectivity remained when protein complexity was controlled (r ¼ 0.158, P , 0.001). These results suggest that protein connectivity is the more important factor for gene duplicability in humans, although the effect of protein complexity over gene duplicability is guided mainly by protein connectivity. Moreover, a significant negative correlation (R ¼ 20.201, P , 0.001) was found between protein connectivity and protein complexity. This correlation holds even when gene duplicability is controlled (r ¼ 20.186, P , 0.001).
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To test the independence of the sample points we removed those paralogs which are present in the protein complex and performed the same analysis. We obtained the same trend, that is, gene duplicability is negatively correlated with protein complexity (R ¼ 20.121, P , 0.001) whereas it is positively correlated with protein connectivity (R ¼ 0.065, P ¼ 4.7 Â 10 22 ) and protein connectivity and protein complexity are negatively correlated with each other (R ¼ 20.225, P , 0.001). This indicates that shared gene duplicability does not have any bias on our analysis.
All the above analyses have been applied in the case of yeast genes. Non-parametric Spearman's correlation between protein complexity and gene duplicability revealed that gene duplicability is negatively correlated (R ¼ 20.236, P , 0.001) with protein complexity. The same trend (though with reduced correlation value) was observed when Spearman's correlation was determined between protein connectivity and gene duplicability (R ¼ 20.074, P ¼ 2.8 Â 10 22 ). However, there is no significant correlation between protein connectivity and protein complexity. Spearman's partial correlation analysis demonstrates that both protein connectivity (r ¼ 20.077, P ¼ 2.37 Â 10 23 ) and protein complexity (r ¼ 20.237, P , 0.001) affect gene duplicability independently. This has been further supported by Pearson partial correlation which also finds independent correlation for protein connectivity (r ¼ 20.136, P , 0.001) as well as for protein complexity (r ¼ 20.172, P , 0.001).
In order to evaluate how the position of a protein in the protein -protein interaction network influences gene duplicability, we correlated gene duplicability with the protein's centrality which is measured in terms of closeness (average number of nodes connecting a protein to all other proteins) and betweenness (measures the frequency with which a node lies on the shortest path between all other nodes) of a protein in the protein-protein interaction network. 26 In both the human and yeast genes, we found that protein connectivity is positively correlated with both these parameters (R ¼ 0.791, P , 0.001) and (R ¼ 0.901, P , 0.001), respectively, in case of humans and (R ¼ 0.779, P , 0.001) and (R ¼ 0.560, P , 0.001), respectively, in case of yeast. These results indicate that the relationship between protein connectivity and gene duplicability is in the same direction as that of protein's centrality, that is, closeness and betweenness (R ¼ 0.220, P , 0.001) and (R ¼ 0.160, P , 0.001), respectively, in case of humans and (R ¼ 20.118, P ¼ 9 Â 10 23 , R ¼ 20.183, P , 0.001), respectively, in case of yeast.
At this point, it is worthwhile to mention that the protein -protein interaction data come from a variety of methods and the percentage of interactions determined by various methods may differ between yeasts and human. Therefore, it is important to make sure that the differing trends are not simply due to different types of methods used in determining protein connectivity in protein -protein interaction network. In order to test this we have collected all the 7328 interaction data of humans as well as 4127 interaction data of yeast from yeast twohybrid experiments of which 561 human proteins and 1032 yeast proteins are part of both protein complex and the protein -protein interaction network. We found the same trend when we performed our analysis on genes from yeast two-hybrid experiments (Supplementary Table S7 ).
Moreover, it has been reported that human protein complexes are more robust against dosage than yeast protein complexes due to their high organismal complexity. Therefore, we have investigated the effect of gene dosage over human and yeast protein complexes.
Combinatorial effects of protein dosage, gene
duplicability, protein connectivity and protein complexity The role of protein complex network on gene duplication can only be estimated by evaluating the known dose sensitive complex proteins, i.e. the haploinsufficient proteins 27 present in the protein complex. Haploinsufficiency occurs when a diploid organism only has a single functional copy of a gene (with the other copy inactivated by mutation) and the single functional copy of the gene does not produce enough gene product (typically a protein) to bring about a wild type condition. Studies show that mutation or loss of a single allele may be sufficient to exert diseased cellular phenotypes. 28 This gene dosage effect results in haploinsufficiency. Thus, haploinsufficient gene needs both of its alleles to be functional in order to express the wild type.
Analyzing 299 human haploinsufficint genes obtained from Dang et al. 22 it has been found that 59 proteins are present in both the protein complex and the protein -protein interaction network, of which 21 (36%) are duplicated. A detailed study of these proteins shows that protein connectivity is not at all correlated with gene duplicability whereas protein complexity has a positive correlation (R ¼ 0.228, P ¼ 3.5 Â 10 22 ) with gene duplicability. Again we have also collected all the haploinsufficient data for humans from the OMIM to get a larger dataset. In that dataset where we have collected a total of 410 human haploinsufficient proteins of which 32 duplicated haploinsufficient proteins that are present in both the protein complex as well as in ). This negative correlation is even increased in the analysis with the new data (R ¼ 20.361, P , 0.001). The above results from humans suggest that, if haploinsufficient genes are present in the protein complex, protein connectivity is not the most influencing factor, but it helps protein complexity to play. However, the inverse correlation between gene duplicability and protein complexity in yeast haploinsufficient proteins, might be due to their differential organismal complexity between two organisms. 9 The data from the yeast haploinsufficient proteins supports the 'balance hypotheses' as well as the existence of strong dose sensitivity of this organism. 14 However, in the analysis of complex proteins without any haploinsufficient genes it has been observed that protein complexity is negatively correlated with gene duplicability in both yeast and humans as observed earlier (Supplementary Table  S8 ). This result suggests that in protein complexes where haploinsufficient genes are absent, the effect of protein connectivity within the protein -protein interaction network is more predominant than that of protein complexity on gene duplication.
Effect of protein connectivity, and protein
complexity on gene duplicability in humans The differences in the correlations of the two different types of connectivities with gene duplicability prompted us to study the differences of additional parameters namely, protein complexity, protein connectivity and gene duplicability in these two groups of proteins (Table 1) . From the Table 1 it is evident that there is no significant difference in average protein connectivity as well as in average number of paralogs per gene in haploinsufficient proteins and in proteins where haploinsufficient proteins are absent. However, in one case protein connectivity is positively correlated (where haploinsufficint proteins are absent) and in the other case protein connectivity does not have any correlation (in haploinsufficient proteins present in both the protein -protein interaction network and protein complex network) with gene duplicability. At the same time the differences between complex sizes in these two groups are also apparent (Table 1) . But, in both the cases protein connectivity and protein complexity are negatively correlated.
Thus, when we have estimated the average number of paralogs for both highly connected (hub) (445 number of proteins) and lowly connected (non-hub) (96 number of proteins) proteins present in the protein complex (excluding 117 proteins which have an intermediate connectivity between 3 and 5), we found, surprisingly, that both hub and non-hub proteins present in protein complex show nearly equal (Mann -Whitney U-test; P ¼ 0.128) average number of paralogs (Fig. 1) . Again we have also verified this trend by remodeling hub and non-hub data, that is, taking hub proteins of connectivity .9 and non-hub proteins as connectivity 1 and we have obtained the same result, that is, both hub and non-hub proteins present in the complex show nearly the same gene duplicability (Mann -Whitney U-test; P ¼ 0.533). But
T. Bhattacharya and T.C. Ghosh 265 the significant difference in average number of paralogs between hub and non-hub proteins in both the methods reappear (Mann -Whitney U-test; P ¼ 0.012, P ¼ 0.015) after removing both of the hub and non-hub proteins present in the protein complex. These results suggest that protein connectivity influences more protein complexity that guides gene duplicability. But when this factor fails to correlate directly, then the other factor, i.e. protein complexity, plays its role. This explains the higher duplicability of non-hub proteins in the protein complex. In this case since these proteins are poorly connected, the protein's complexity guides the duplicability. Since most of the non-hub proteins are part a of large complex (average complexity 26.75-27) we aimed to analyze what exactly happens to protein connectivity and gene duplicability in large and small protein complexes and, interestingly, we found that there is a significant difference in average connectivity as well as average complex size between the large and small complexes [average connectivity of large complex is 18 and average connectivity of small complex is 32 (Mann-Whitney U-test; P , 0.001] and the average complexity of the large complex is 30 and average complexity of the small complex is 5 (MannWhitney U-test; P , 0.001)). However, there is no significant difference in the paralog number of the large and small complexes (average paralog number of large complex is 2.17 while average paralog number of the small complex is 2.31, respectively). From the above result it is evident that though there is a significant difference in protein connectivity between large and small protein complexes there exist no significant differences in average paralog numbers between these two groups of proteins. So, if protein connectivity is the most effective factor for the duplication of a gene, then the average paralog number of small complexes has to be greater than that of large complexes. But this is not the case. This indicates that there is a significant role of protein complexity over gene duplicability. The results indicate that protein complexity has a positive role in increasing gene duplicability. This result has further been validated by analyzing proteins present in the large complex (complex size is !10). In the large complex group, we surprisingly found that, both protein connectivity and protein complexity are positively correlated with gene duplicability. These correlations hold true even when both the connectivity and complexity are controlled separately ( Table 2 ). The actual distribution of gene duplicability with respect to protein complexity and protein connectivity in the case of human is shown in Fig. 2 .
We used the PCA using a correlation coefficient matrix in order to disentangle the contributions of protein complexity and protein connectivity to gene duplicability. The dominant eigen vectors (taken as equal or .1) that emerge from this analysis can be interpreted as the one of the contributors guiding gene duplication. The first principal component accounts for 59.37% of the total variance and both protein complexity and protein connectivity have equal contributions on this factor.
We have also checked the results for the proteinprotein interaction data collected by the yeast twohybrid experiment and we found that both protein connectivity and protein complexity are positively correlated with gene duplicability (R ¼ 0.132, P , 0.001; R ¼ 0.208, P , 0.001), respectively. To find what actually happens to the duplicated genes of large complexes, we have analyzed two large complexes separately namely, Splicesome complex and Nop56p-associated pre-rRNA complex. It has been found that for the Spliceosome complex out of 148 subunits only 36 subunits are duplicated, i.e. 24.34% (36/ 148) subunits are duplicated which gives rise to total 47 unique number of paralogs, of which 18 remain in the complex and most of these proteins are bicomplex paralogs whereas, 14 out of these 18 proteins have a tendency to remain within the same complex. So, due to the duplication 61.70% of overhangs are produced from the Spliceosome complex (Table 3 ).
In the case of Nop56p-associated pre-rRNA complex the same trend is followed. Out of 104 subunits of the complex 50 subunits are duplicated to give a total 134 unique number of paralogs, of which 14 are retained in the complex (4 retain in same complex). So only 10.44% paralogs are part of the protein complexes and the rest remain as overhang outside the complex (Table 3) .
Moreover, analysis of the duplicated genes of the whole human protein complex reveals that most of the duplicated complex proteins are overhangs (926/1290) Â 100 ¼ 71.78%, i.e. they remain outside the complex (Table 3) .
This result is just the opposite of yeast, where very few overhangs are produced. 13 This may be the effect of higher rate of functional divergence of duplicate genes in case of humans, which is not so rapid for a simple organism like yeast. Moreover, human protein complexes are more robust against dosage than yeast protein complexes. 9 All these results lead No. 5] T. Bhattacharya and T.C. Ghosh 267 us to conclude that organismal complexity is the important factor which causes higher duplicability of mammalian genes sometimes by protein connectivity within protein-protein interaction network or by proteins belongingness to complexes.
Discussions
In our earlier studies, while investigating the role of evolutionary rate and intrinsic disorder on protein connectivity in the protein -protein interaction network as well as in protein complex assembly in humans, we have found that both protein connectivity and protein complexity complement each other in a mutually exclusive manner. 16 But, the role of protein connectivity in the protein-protein interaction network as well as in protein complex assembly on gene duplicability was yet to be understood. In earlier studies it has been reported that in the case of humans, gene duplicability is positively correlated with protein connectivity in the protein -protein interaction network, but in the case of yeast gene duplicability is negatively correlated with protein connectivity. 8 These may be the reasons for rapid functional divergence of the duplicate genes in the case of humans, which is not true in a simple organism like yeast as proposed by Yang et al. (2003) 9 where they have shown a strong positive correlation between proportion of duplicate gene pairs with the divergence of gene expression and both synonymous and non-synonymous divergence.
14 Higher duplicability of essential genes in the case of humans may promote organismal complexity, as gene essentiality is positively correlated with protein connectivity. 8 But, in the case of yeast, higher duplicability of lessimportant genes was found. 29 These may cause duplicability to be increased with protein connectivity in case of human. If this phenomenon is true for humans, then protein connectivity within protein complex can also promote higher gene duplicability in humans. We have obtained equal rate of duplication for both hub and non-hub proteins present in protein complex. From the higher duplicability of non-hub proteins we may say that protein's belongingness to a complex may also promote gene duplicability in the positive direction. But till date it has been concluded that the higher the belongingness in a complex, lesser is the duplication. This is true for both humans and yeast. This motivated us to study the combined effect of protein connectivity and protein complexity over gene duplicability in the case of humans. Our study reveals that when combined, although apparently it seems that protein connectivity has a significant positive correlation with gene duplicability and protein complexity has a significant negative correlation with gene duplicability, detailed studies show that protein connectivity has an immense effect on protein complexity and hence acts as a modulating factor for increasing gene duplicability. So when protein connectivity increases, protein complexity decreases, and both of these phenomena will lead to higher duplicability of a gene which is schematically explained further by Fig. 3A . But, eventually what happens to that case where protein connectivity fails to control duplicability directly? That is, in the case of haploinsufficient genes which are 
